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Winning Tree PlayNow.com Bonus Free Play  

Conditions  

 

1. To participate in this Winning Tree PlayNow.com Bonus Free Play Offer (the “Promotion”), you 

must be a British Columbia resident 19 years of age or older and not be self-excluded from 

PlayNow.com or barred from gaming by the British Columbia Lottery Corporation (“BCLC”). 

2. To claim a PlayNow.com Bonus free play credit token (the “Token”), you must complete the 

following steps in order during the Promotional Period (as defined below): 

a. find a winning PLAYNOW.COM BONUS CODE after scratching the PLAYNOW.COM 

BONUS box on a Winning Tree scratch and win ticket;  

b. login to your PlayNow.com Account or register a new PlayNow.com account; 

c. enter a winning PLAYNOW.COM BONUS CODE (the “Code”) from the PLAYNOW.COM 

BONUS box on a Winning Tree Scratch & Win ticket in the Promo Code section of the My 

Promotions PlayNow.com page; and 

d. the Token will automatically be loaded onto your PlayNow.com account.  

3. Tokens will be deposited in newly registered PlayNow.com accounts after account validation, 

provided all applicable conditions have been met.  

4. The Code will be available from October 4, 2023 at 00:00:00 PDT to January 3, 2024 at 

23:59:59 PDT (the “Promotional Period”).  

5. The Code may be claimed on your PlayNow.com account until June 10, 2024 at 23:59:59 PDT.  

6. Tokens received through this promotion will expire fourteen (14) days after they have been 

loaded onto a PlayNow.com account. Expired Tokens will not be reissued following expiration.  

7. Tokens awarded through this Promotion may only be used for wagering on PlayNow.com Casino 

and Instants games (the “Eligible Games”), excluding Live Casino. See PlayNow.com/casino for 

game details.  

8. Tokens awarded through this Promotion are subject to the Wagering Requirement rules outlined 

below in these Conditions. 
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9. This Promotion, Tokens, and all players are subject to the PlayNow.com Player Agreement. See 

the PlayNow.com Player Agreement for terms and conditions applicable to Tokens.   

10. Token amounts available in this Promotion are $5, $10, $25 and $50.  

11. All stated dollar amounts are in Canadian funds.  

12. Tokens must be accepted as awarded and cannot be exchanged for cash.  

13. This Promotion may be withdrawn, extended, or amended by BCLC at any time.  

14. All decisions of BCLC are final and binding.  

15. BCLC, at its discretion, may adjust or cancel any Token for any reason it deems valid.  

16. If you have difficulty entering a Code, you must contact Customer Support with Code error issues 

while this Promotion is still valid. Any inquiries after the Promotional Period has lapsed will not be 

considered as eligible for Tokens or this Promotion. 

17. BCLC reserves the right to disqualify entrants or entries that do not comply with these conditions, 

the Player Agreement, or other applicable Rules or Terms of Use (each as defined in the Player 

Agreement, collectively the “Lottery Rules”). In the event of a conflict between these conditions 

and any lottery scheme, the applicable Lottery Rules will prevail.   

Wagering Requirement Rules 

18. Before you may withdraw winnings generated from Tokens, you must wager a minimum dollar 

value on Eligible Games for each Token redeemed (the “Wagering Requirement"). See 

Understanding Wagering Requirements for more information on Wagering Requirements.  

19. The Wagering Requirement for this Promotion is 10 times the value of redeemed Tokens. You 

will meet the Wagering Requirement when the total dollar value of wagers made with the Token 

(the “Play-Through”) add up to 10 times the value of the Token. See below for a table of Winning 

Requirements for each Token offered in this Promotion. 

Token value Multiplier Play Through Wagering Requirement 

$5 10 $45 $50 

$10 10 $90 $100 
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$25 10 $225 $250 

$50 10 $450 $500 

 

20. Winnings generated from the Token will be held separately in “Held Funds" until the Wagering 

Requirement is met. Held Funds may only be used to play Eligible Games.  

21. When you meet the Wagering Requirement for a Token, any remaining Held Funds will be 

transferred to your cash balance and may be withdrawn or be used on any product on 

PlayNow.com. 

If you require assistance, please contact PlayNow Customer Support toll-free at 1-866-815-0222  
 

 


